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Caleffi LEGIOMIX® DHW Control System Named  
2022 AHR Expo Innovation Award Finalist 

 
MILWAUKEE – Thursday, Jan. 6, 2022:  Caleffi’s success is based on listening to the 
marketplace combined with a total commitment to quality.  Every action, from design 
through production to after-sales service, is integral.  The result? Product design, 
performance and support that exceeds our customers’ expectations. We are honored to be 
recognized by the AHR Innovation Awards panelists once again. The LEGIOMIX® domestic 
hot water control system - a product trifecta - is a finalist in the 2022 Sustainable Solutions 
category.  
 
The system consists of three components:  A LEGIOMIX digital mixing valve, 
ThermoSetter™ thermal balancing valves and SinkMixer™ anti-scald mixing valves.  
Combined this product trifecta promotes energy efficient DHW recirculation system design 
while enabling safe and effective thermal disinfection cycles to control Legionella.   
 
The LEGIOMIX provides digital control of water temperature for commercial DHW systems.  
The controller allows operators to schedule different set points for normal operation and 
optional, periodic thermal disinfection cycles.  The ThermoSetter balancing valves 
effectively modulate flow rate within each circuit so the water temperature at fixtures 
remains constant. Finally, the SinkMixer prevents occupant scalding at the POU. 
 
“The features, benefits and value of this state-of-the-art LEGIOMIX control system has been 
recognized by customers, engineers and plumbing designers worldwide; it has been a key 
driver in the success and growth of the Caleffi plumbing portfolio. We are honored to be 
recognized by the ASHRAE member panel of judges,” said Kevin Freidt, Director of Product 
Management and Technical Services. 
 
For more information on the LEGIOMIX DHW control system, visit us at the AHR 2022 
Expo in Las Vegas (Booth #N7930) or virtually at www.caleffi.com. 
 

CALEFFI – Creating innovative, superior performance products that help customers live 
comfortably and economically, while softening their impact on the environment 
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